I. Moment map, group actions on vector bundles and equivariant characteristic forms. 
LetMbe a C-manifold. Denote by (i(M) = ?(i(M) the algebra of differential forms on M and by a+(M) the commutative subalgebra of even forms. We denote by d the exterior differentiation. If t is a vector field on M, we denote by c(t): (i(M)
-
Thus B(M, dx) C Z(M, dx) C (ix. We note by H*(M, dx) the algebra Z(M, dx)/B(M, dx). It is clear that, if XM = 0, H*(M, dx) is the usual De Rham cohomology ring H*(M) of M.

A map X -+ ltx from g to (i(M) will be called an equivariant form, if ltx E Z(M, dx)
/Ig.x=g -/lx for gEG,Xeg.
We will study group actions on principal bundles with connections and see that such a situation leads naturally to the construction of equivariant forms on M. Let H be a Lie group with Lie algebra 1. Let P -+ M be a principal bundle with structure group H. If U E h, we denote by r(U) (or simply U) the vector field on P generated by the right action of H on P, i.e.
d (U* (p)(p) = -p (p exp tU)I =0.
Let a be a connection form on P, D the covariant differentiation associated to a and Q the curvature of a. Suppose the action of G on M lifts to an action of G on P commuting with the action of H. For X E g, let Xp the corresponding vector field on P.
The function defined on P by Jx = a(Xp*) satisfies Jx(ph) = h Jx(p). 
As H leaves invariant horizontal subspaces, the tangent vector to the curve -y(t + 0)exp tx(p) is (X*)h. The tangent vector to -y(t)exp(t + 0)Jx(p) is r(Jx(p)) = r(Jx(p(t)). Thus the tangent vector to p(t) at the point t is
(Xp*)P(t), q.e.d.
1.9. Let (P, ae) be a principal bundle over M with structure group H and connection a. Let p be a representation of H in a vector space V. We denote also by p the corresponding infinitesimal representation of 1 in V. Let 'V = P X V/H be the associated vector bundle and F(V) its space of sections. Consider the linear bundle connection D on F(V) defined by a. Suppose G acts on (P, ae). Let Jx:P -+ f be the associated moment map. The function p -+ p(Jx(p)) can be identified with a section of the bundle F(End V). The group G acts on F(V) by (g * s)(m) = g * s(g-Im). Let ?(X) be the corresponding infinitesimal representation of g in F(V). 2) The class sp(X, P) of so(X, &) in H*(M, dx) is independent of the G-invariant connection a.
In particular suppose V is a G-equivariant vector-bundle with a G-invariant linear connection a. Let P be the associated principal bundle, with structure group H = GL(n, C). Denote by Ck In Section III, we will express the equivariant index theorem in terms of equivariant characteristic forms. II. A localization formula. The structure of H*(M, dx) is particularly simple to describe when the one parameter subgroup (exp tX) is relatively compact in G and M is a compact manifold. In this section, we will thus assume that T is a compact torus with Lie algebra t acting on a compact manifold M. (These hypotheses may be relaxed in applications.) We fix X E t. The zeros of X*form a submanifold of M denoted by Mo.
. PROPOSITION. The restriction map i*:H*(M, dx) '-H*(Mo) is an isomorphism.
Remark. As the operator dx was shown to be related to equivariant cohomology in [2] , this result follows from Quillen [23] . Nevertheless we give a proof, as it is very simple in our differential forms setting. This proof will follow from the next lemmas: The following proof is a simplification of our original proof, using some ideas in [17] . 2.11. When M is a coadjoint orbit (9 of a compact Lie group G, the formula above gives Harish-Chandra formula for the Fourier transform of the invariant measure on (9. The proof of Theorem 2.8 can be adapted so as to give an analogous formula for a closed orbit of a noncompact semisimple group on the set of elliptic elements of g [7] . For a regular elliptic orbit, this formula was obtained by Rossman [24] .
III. The equivariant index for the Dirac operator. In this section we present a formula for the equivariant index of the Dirac operator as an integral over M of an equivariant form.
We formulate the result (Theorem 3.18) in the context of a G-equivariant Clifford module, in order to avoid assuming that M admits a spin structure.
In particular, a coadjoint orbit, which is admissible in the sense of Duflo [15] , carries always a canonical G-equivariant Clifford module, while not always a spin structure. In this case, our equivariant index formula gives Kirillov 's universal formula for the character of the representation of G associated to the orbit (3.21) .
Let M be a compact manifold with a G-action. Recall that if (P, oa) is a G-equivariant principal bundle with connection oa and structure group H, we have associated to any H-invariant polynomial function on 1 a characteristic form so(X, at), whose class sp(X, 
Suppose 1 = gf(V). We denote by ch(X, P) the class in H*(M, dx) associated to the function A --tr(eA). Let'V -v M be a G-equivariant vector bundle over M with typical fiber V and G-invariant linear connection D. If R(V) is its associated GL(n)-principal bundle of frames, we simply denote by ch(X, 'V) the characteristic class ch(X, R(V)).
LEMMA. ch(X, 'V1 (OV2) = ch(X, 'VI) + ch(X, 'V2) ch(X, 'VI (?V2) = ch(X, RV2)ch(X, 'V2)
Let Q E a, z" be an analytic function of one variable z. The function A = det Q(A) is an analytic function on gf(V). Let (-Vi, aei) (i = 1, 2) be two G-equivariant vector bundles over M with connections. It is clear that det Q(X, 'VI )'V2) = det Q(X, -V1)det Q(X, 'V2).
The function j(z) = (ez/2 -e /2 )/z has an analytic square rootj 1/2 in a neighborhood of 0, such that jl/2(0) = 1. We define J1I2(X, V) = detJI/2(X, 2) (x)p(g) -l= co (g -x) for all x E E, g in Spin(E) above g in SO(E). We have p(E) =-Id.
Let V be a complex vector space. Denote GL(V)/?id by DL(V). The Lie algebra of DL(V) is gf(V). If g e GL(V), its class (g, -g) in DL(V) is denoted by g. We denote GL(n; C)/(?id) by DL(n). We refer to a principal DL(n)-bundle 'W as a pseudo vector bundle. If 'V --M is a vector bundle, its frame bundle R(V) is a principal GL(n)-bundle, thus it determines
Consider the universal covering group Spin(E) P SO(E) of SO(E). Let p1-(e) = (e, e). There exists a representation p of Spin(E) in S such that p(g)cO
The spaces S+ and S-are invariant under p and are called respectively the space of even and odd spinors. We denote by p+, pthe restriction of p to S+, S-.
As p(E) = -Id, the homomorphism p: Spin(E) --GL(S) defines homomorphisms p:SO(E) DL(S) p+ :SO(E) DL(S+) p_:SO(E)-DL(S-).
Consider the SO(E)-invariant function on Bo(E) defined by D(X) = tr p+ (exp X) -tr p_ (exp X).
We have:
D(X)= (-1)det(1 -eX;E).
Suppose that E has an Hermitian structure and that E is oriented accordingly to the complex structure, then if X is an infinitesimally unitary matrix, we have
D(X) = (-1)'detc(X) i 1/2 (X).
If E = R" with its canonical form, we denote by SO(n), Spin(n), C, the corresponding orthogonal, spin group and Clifford algebra. ro(x)co,(x). Choose a continuous lift c,s,(x) of cfl(x) in  Spin(n). Then wa,,),(x) = ja,;3(X)Jo,(x)Y,a,(X) takes values in the group  (e, e) mh1(g, x) ).
The maps hi(g, x) provide then an action of G in the pseudo vector bundle W. 
